Hijacked

To take control of (something) without permission or authorization and use it for one's own purposes: dissidents who
hijacked the town council; spammers who hijacked a computer network. b. To steal or appropriate for oneself: hijacked
her story and used it in his own book. n. The act or an instance of hijacking.an occasion when someone uses force to
take control of an aircraft or other vehicle: The hijack ended with the release of all the plane's passengers unharmed.
He's a leading suspect in the hijacking of the jetliner.hijack - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions.Action Randy Couture in Hijacked () Vinnie Jones and Tiffany Dupont in () Holt McCallany in Hijacked ()
Dominic Purcell in Hijacked (). Hijacked () - Full Cast & Crew - User Reviews - Vinnie Jones as Joe Ballard.legal
Definition of hijack.: to seize possession or control of (a vehicle) from another person by force or threat of force;
specifically: to seize possession or control of (an aircraft) especially by forcing the pilot to divert the aircraft to another
destination. .When xbabycakesx made a thread in which she posted pictures of her new tattoos, some righteous guardian
angel of messageboard crusader hijacked it by .Hijack definition, to steal (cargo) from a truck or other vehicle after
forcing it to stop: to hijack a load of whiskey. See more.hijack (third-person singular simple present hijacks, present
participle hijacking, simple past and past participle hijacked). To forcibly stop and seize control of.Hijack definition: If
someone hijacks a plane or other vehicle, they illegally take control of it by force Meaning, pronunciation, translations
and examples.Define hijack (verb) and get synonyms. What is hijack (verb)? hijack (verb) meaning, pronunciation and
more by Macmillan Dictionary.Aircraft hijacking is the unlawful seizure of an aircraft by an individual or a group. In
most cases, the pilot is forced to fly according to the orders of the hijackers.The following is a list of notable aircraft
hijackings. Contents. [hide]. 1 List of notable aircraft hijackings. s; s; s; s; s .Definition of hijack - unlawfully seize (an
aircraft, ship, or vehicle) in transit and force it to go to a different destination or use it for one's own.SECOND EP
"RISING PATH" OUT THE ? SPREAD THE WORD ? ? FIRST EP "OGGIT": FREE DOWNLOAD. Paris. 12 Tracks.
Followers.Hijacked is an Australian website written by students for students. It's a platform where university and TAFE
students can have their writing, photography and.Hijacking is a type of network security attack in which the attacker
takes control of a communication - just as an airplane hijacker takes control of a flight.EgyptAir Flight MS was diverted
to Cyprus from Egypt after being hijacked on 29 March ; Hijacker told the pilot he had an explosives.THE word 'hijack'
has its origins in pre-revolutionary France. Impoverished peasants attacked and robbed aristocrats travelling in coaches
through the.Vladimir Putin has claimed that he ordered a passenger jet to be shot down in amid reports that it had been
hijacked and posed a threat.
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